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01 he pero-o._rmaace of metal surface.s can be dramatically
I enhanced by the thermal process of rapid surface
I melting and re-solidification (RMRS). When the . ur-

face of a metalpart (for instance. a gear) is melted
andre-solidified in Ie s than one thousandth of a second, the
resulting changes in the material. can lead to:
• Increased wear and corrosion resistance,

Improved surface finish and appearance,
Enhanced surface uniformity and purity. and
Sealing of surtace cracks and pores.

Even. though it ha long been known 'Ihat these benefits can
be obtained by RMRS, the process hasnot been used for large-
scale commercial applications because of key technological
barriers: the inability to produce broad area. efficient and
intense energy sources capable of treating Largesurface areas,
and. the inability to deliver consistent treatment to complex
and non-uniform surfaces.

Recently. these barriers to large scale R.MRS have been
overcome and the process has been implemented by QM
Technologies in Albuquerque, NM, with it commercialization
of me Ion Hearn Surface Treatment (mESTTM) process that
was developed and patented by Sandia Nanonal Laboratorie
in Albuquerque, NM. Thi process uses a rapidly pulsed (1-2
Hz), broad area (25-50 square em) ion beam to melt and re-

solidify the top several microns (up to .0005") of the surfaces
of most materials. The process causes the surface to be molten
for about a microsecond, and the surface cools by rapid ther-
mal diffusion at approximately a billion degrees a second.
Because the energy is rapidly injected into only the top few
microns of the surface, the average temperauire of parts does
not typically exceed H)O degrees centigrade. This latter fact
allows tight dimensional tolerances (less than a few ten thou-
sandths of an inch) to be maintained.

Examples of the effects of the RMRS process on typical
gear and gear materials are pre ented below.

Creatton or a Uniform. Microstructure and Removal or
Defects Using RMRS

Figure I shows the effect of RMRS on the microstructure
of a typical carburized, 8000 series gear steel, This figure
shows cross sections of the near surface of the steel before and
after treatment. The sample were prepared by polishing and
etching to reveal 'the micro tmcture of the materials.

The treated surface region in the cross section micrograph is
essentially featureless. Detailed studies of pulsed ion beam
treated steel have shownthat the grain size of material in '\he
rapidly re-solidified region is typically less than 100 nm. The
process creates a l1omogeneous,equiaxed grain structure. In
addition, melting followed by rapid re olidification results in

Fig.ure l-Meto.llograpll.ic cross section of.ulltr"eated QlJd·RMRS processed, carbllrized, 8000 series gear material. The RMRS pu}c.essed
.regio1J,isfeatureless, Hllticl, is ar;esull of its lIery small grain size and homogeneous,. equiaxed structure ..
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a uniform redi tribution of material in tile region and removes
localized defects like grain boundary oxidation, grain bound-
.ary carbide precipitates, and inclu ions.

In carbl.Lrized reels, rapid melting and reo olidifieation
also creases a near surface region with retained austenite con-
tents in the range of 20% to 30%. It has been reported in the
Literature thai high level. of retained au tenite can be benefi-
cial in low cycle faLigUieenvirenmentsm which the enhanced
strain at crack tips can cau an au tenite to martensite trans-
formation thai. helps to arrest further crack growth. II has also
been reported that retained austenite with ..ery small grain size
can enhance high cycle fatigue life. The micrograph in igure
] shows thai. the .grrun size 'of the retained all tenire in an
RMRS transformed layer is very mall and unresolvable by
tandard optical micro copy,

Further modification of the micro tructure of the RMRS
region 11- been achieved by subseqaent thermal or mechani-
cal proceing. Heat treatment. cryogenic treatment. and shot
peening have been shown to adjust the level of retained
austenite in (he tran formed region. These posi-RMRS pro-
cessing eptlcn allow for custornization of the microstructure
to fit !he requirements ef different application environment ..

ll1 general, the RMRSproce • when applied to metals, win
result i,1I the creation of a near urface regi n wilh very small,
equiaxed grains and a uniform di tribution of alloying ele-
ments. Defect: compe ed of high vapor pressure constituents I

(for instance, inclusions) are often removed by tbe very rapid
thermal excursion provided by RMRS.

In addition. features such as crack. and pore may be
sealed by the melting proce s. For example •. it has been
demonstraredthat there is sufficient time during RMRS for
molten material to re-flew and fill pores and cracks ·!hatare up
to several micrometers in ize, Thi capability has facilitated
the use or the RMRS proce s for eating near urface porosity
in metal injection molded parts and higher density (density>
94%) conventionalpowder m tal parts.

Cl"eaUon or a Smoother:,
Isotropic Top&grapby Using KM_RJi

As mentioned above, rapid melting and re-solidiflcation
re ults in the short range now of material. As a result. the
roughne and topography of iii machined urface will be
changed by RMRS.

For example. Figure 2 bows scanning electron mieroseope
(SEM) i.mage. 0:1' the surface of the crown of iii carburized steel
gear tooth before and after RMRS. The untreated surface
exhibits directional machine lines. In contrast. the surface of
the treated gear shows that machine lines have been replaced
by .3 longer wavelength, ..i otropic, shallow dimpled surface,

The treated gear surface were characterized usmg a Wy:ko
NT-2000 optical profilometer, The root mean square rough-
ness (Rq) and skewnes . (Rs' ) of the urface features were
measured. The average Rq ofthi .gear was reduced by RMRS
from an average of 90 +1- 14 rnicro-inche to 55 +/- 6
microinche. Other work shows that RM~S can reduce the
roughness of metal urfaces by lip to a factor of two to three.

Figures 2a and 2b-Scanning electron mic1'Oscop - inuIge , (mag-
.n.ijicatia.n' = 250 XJ of ulJtr:eated and RlVRS .rrealed CTOHlf'-. ,of em-
iJuriz.ed stee} gear leeLh. The RMRS 1'1'Ocen ,tran iformed th:e
d:irectional, machined topograplJY .o/Ille unJr tIled -urface to an
isotropic, ,follgt,. w"IJe.lengt1J,alld slig.blly dimpl d.lapograph •

A line profile taken from the surface of the untreated and
RMRS treated surface of a carburized steel. gear arc shown
in Figures 3a and 3b. The e plots show that RMRS reduces
the amplitude and increases the average wavelength of the
surface feature .

FinaUy, k.ewne s is a measurement of the asymmetry iQf
the surface profil abeutthe mean surface position. A p<dtive
skewness indicate Lha:1the most di tant lying point" on. IH-

face profile are proportionately above the mean urface while
a negative skewness Indicates the most distDJ1I.1yi'llg point are
proportionately below the mean surface. The skewness mea-
surements of this gear showed that the average Rsk for the
machined surface was .approximately 0.0 +/- 0.2 and the aver-
age RJlk ofa rapidly melted and re- olidified ~1lIi ce was
approximately --0.3 +/- 0.2. This change in kewne. refl ets
the creation of shallow "valleys" in the urface jha! i
observed in Figure 2. The lightly negative kewnes also
suggests that the treated surface has few spikes or bump that
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,Figures 30 ,and 3b--Surface profile SCan oJ.untreaJed and treai-
ed' crowns of carburi'l.ed, steel gear teeth taken using an optical
prqfilometer. The RMRS process reduced tile root-mean-square
roughness from 90 micro-j'Jches to SSmicro-,inclles and increased
the wa"ef,englh of the c,haracteristic surface!eatur;es.

will 'typically wear away quickly in sliding wear envtron-
ments. The presence of, hallow valley in the surface can also
help with reducing run-in time while increasing lubrication
retention in slidiing application . Por example, work: conduct-
ed by QM 01'1 the RMRS processing of steel piston surfaces
has shown that this type of surface significantly reduces fric-
tion in tiding applications.

The changes in the surface topography call sed by RMRS
processing have also been shown 1.0 Significantly improve the
adhe ion of very hard coatiog . Inaddidon to removing cont-
amination from the surface, the ~RS process reduces the
population of stress enhancing. de-COhesion point at the bard
coating-substrate interface. The increa e in surface cleanliness
and homogeneity combined with the creation of a smoother,
isotropic finish by RMRS create abetter surface for coating.

Conclusions
When applied to gears, the RMRS process has been shown to:
1. Tran form the microstructure of the gea material into a

very fine grainedequiaxed and homogeneous microstruc-
ture with a reduced population of cracks and pcres.and

2. Create surfaces that have i.sotropic. hallow, long wave-
length. dimpled features rather than directional machined
surface features of shorter characteri tic wavelength.

These changes, can, result in decrea ed wear rate and
increased fatigue life of gear materials. In addition. QMT has
shown that 'the mEST rapid melting and re- olidification
process can be used to significantly enhance the performance
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of surfaces in many diverse applicatlons. For example. !BEST
proce sing has increased the lubricity and wear resistance of
metal injection molded parts, increa ed the lifetime of Sled
flexible rotary dies by up 'to a factor of ten, and extended the
~ifetjme of cemented carbide tools used to machine cast iron
by two to three times. 0
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